Tuesday, 9/24/2013

Concert I, 7:30 PM, Recital Hall ($10/$6/$4/UNCG students free)

**Electric Counterpoint** (1987, 16:00)  
Steve Reich (b. 1936)

Guy Capuzzo, electric guitar

I. fast
II. slow
III. fast

**Noctuary** (1981, 24:00)  
Richard Rodney Bennett (1936-2012)  
Variations on a theme by Scott Joplin

Martin Jones, piano

*Intermission*

**Quintet for Reeds** (*world premiere*, 16:00)  
Sherwood Shaffer (b. 1934)

I. SUNBURST: Quick and vibrant
II. MOONSCAPE: Slow and tenderly singing
III. SHOOTING STARS: Fast and pulsing

Quintet Sirocco  
Ronnal Ford, oboe  
Xin Gao, soprano saxophone  
Cat Keen Hoch, clarinet in A  
Trevor Davis, bass clarinet  
Marian Graebert, bassoon

**The Time Catalog** (*world premiere*, 25:00)  
Jakov Jakoulov (b. 1958)

1. Sundial  
2. Cuckoo clock  
3. clepsydra - Water clock  
4. Sandglass  
5. Clock Tower

Marjorie Bagley, violin  
Alexander Ezerman, violoncello  
Kelly Burke, clarinet  
James Douglass, piano